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Volume 14 of Brno Studies is published in honour of Jan Firbas and 
his both intensive and extensive work in the field of functional sentence 
perspective (FSP). This paper is a modest contribution to Firbas' concept 
of scene (see pp. 37—79 of the present volume) viewed in the light of 
a detailed contextual and statistical examination of a continuous text. 
The present conclusions are drawn from a more extensive study (Svoboda 
1981) based on an analysis of AElfric's Sermon on the Lord's Epiphany 
(Thorpe 1971). The text of 450 clauses was examined from the grammati
cal, the semantic, and the contextual points of view. In order to make the 
analysis as consistent as possible, we deliberately chose only two theoret
ical sources, which accord well with each other: Firbas' theory of FSP 
(perfectly summed up in Firbas 1979) and Danes' concept of thematic 
progression (as presented in Danes 1974). For a detailed treatment of the 
phenomena of FSP, we refer the reader to the above two sources and 
references therein. In the following, we shall briefly introduce only such 
concepts as are of major importance in the course of the subsequent dis
cussion. 

N o n - t h e m a t i c e l e m e n t s : Transition proper is the least dynamic (con
veying the lowest degree of communicative dynamism [CD]) of a l l the non-thematic 
elements. (It is currently expressed by the temporal and modal exponents of the 
finite verb.) More dynamic than transition proper is transition (non-proper). Transi
tion proper and transition constitute the transitional sphere of the clause. Elements 
conveying a higher degree of C D than transition are called rhematic elements, and 
constitute the rhematic sphere of the clause. The most dynamic element wi th in the 
clause is rheme proper. 

T h e m a t i c e l e m e n t s : Elements conveying a lower degree of C D than transi
tion proper are called thematic elements and constitute the thematic sphere of the 
clause. The least dynamic element of the thematic sphere is theme proper, the most 
dynamic element of the thematic sphere is diatheme. Clauses containing only one 
thematic element should have both diatheme and theme .proper fused into one. In 
theory, it is tempting to regard the function of diatheme and that of theme proper 
(in such cases, of course) as neutralized. In practice, however, even a sort of pre
l iminary analysis of clauses containing two or more thematic elements clearly shows 
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that grammatical, semantic and contextual features of diathemes differ considerably 
from those displayed by themes proper. A similar analysis of clauses containing 
only one thematic element shows that this element displays rather distinctly either 
the features of diathemes or those of themes proper found in clauses wi th more 
thematic elements. Hence in clauses w i t h only one thematic element, we label this 
element either as diatheme or as theme proper according to what features it tends 
to display. Roughly speaking, diatheme usually expresses some new aspect of the 
thematic sphere and stands — as it were — i n its foreground. Theme proper, on the 
other hand, usually expresses the item most derivable from the context, and stands 
i n the background. 

Hypertheme is an element which remains wi th in the thematic sphere of two or 
.more clauses without its extralingual reference being changed. In other words, 
hypertheme consists of two or more thematic elements that display contextual ties. 
These elements create contextual strings which are called hyperthematic. The 
members of one hyperthematic string may perform different thematic roles (dia
theme, theme proper) wi th in their respective clauses. Being always contextually 
tied, ellipted themes (i.e., thematic elements not expressed explicit ly, but signalled 
by the structure of the clause) are always members of a hyperthematic string. Each 
member of a hyperthematic string has either a thematic or a rhematic or no pre
decessor, as we l l as a thematic or a rhematic or no successor. 

The contextual flow-diagram is a graphical arrangement of elements according 
to their membership i n clauses, their FSP-roles and their contextual ties. It has 
10 columns representing free slots for 5 thematic (ellipted themes proper, themes 
proper, theme proper-oriented themes, diatheme-oriented themes, diathemes) and 
5 non-thematic (ellipted transitions proper, transitions proper, transitions, rhemes, 
rhemes proper) elements. According to the FSP-roles of their elements, the respective 
clauses are presented as marked slots on successive horizontal lines. The contextual 
ties between elements are marked by connecting lines. The whole body of AElfr ic ' s 
text was "transcribed" as a contextual flow-diagram, which facilitated the statistical 
examination of the number of elements of different kinds, their contextual ties, 
the kinds of their predecessors and successors in hyperthematic strings, the number 
of strings and their length, etc. In the present paper, we shall adduce only such 
results as are relevant to our discussion. 

C H A P T E R O N E 

T H E N A R R O W S C E N E 

In his paper Scene and Perspective (see the present volume, pp. 37 to 
79), Firbas treats the narrow scene as a complex phenomenon and offers 
a detailed explanation of what the components of the narrow scene are 
and how these components cooperate in co-creating the FSP-structure of 
the clause. In short, he approaches the narrow scene from the viewpoint 
of its text-creating "activity". In dealing with the same phenomenon, 
we approach the narrow scene from the viewpoint of its text-created 
result. In the present paper, we do not inquire into how the narrow scene 
contributes to the distribution of CD over elements in a clause, but we 
take a text that forms a complete unit and has already been analysed 
from the point of view of FSP, and describe the results of the narrow 
scene operation in terms of thematic elements and their contextual ties. 

The thematic sphere of the clause represents a scene in the narrowest 
possible sense. Such a narrow scene can be quantitatively characterized 
by the number of thematic elements occurring in a particular clause. To 
take into account that the narrow scene of one clause ties — in one way 
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or another — with the preceding text, we can make the quantitative 
characteristics more precise by also considering the number of preceding 
contextual ties concerning the therrtatic sphere of the clause. For the 
purpose of the statistical inquiry, let us introduce the following definition: 

The narrow scene of a clause is given by the (explicitly) expressed 
thematic elements of the clause and by the preceding contextual ties 
concerning both the expressed and the ellipted thematic elements (the 
ellipted theme proper also representing a contextual tie) of the clause. 

The statistical results (of AElfric's text) show that the average of the 
expressed thematic elements per clause is 1.40, and the average of ties 
is 1.16. The contextual flow-diagram, however, enables us to go beyond 
such general statements and to follow the narrow scenes of the separate 
clauses in progress, in their perpetual change, as reflected in the number 
of thematic elements and their contextual ties. The narrow scene pro
gression can be illustrated by an oscillogram in which the trough of the 
wave indicates the number of realized (preceding) contextual ties, while 
the crest gives the number of expressed thematic elements, one cycle 
representing the narrow scene of one clause. The following is the narrow 
scene progression in paragraph 15 (29 clauses) of the analysed text: 

7-
6 • 
5" 
4 •• 

5 • 
6 •• 
7 • 

If we connect the crests and troughs of the waves, the upper curve 
will show the changing "breadth" of the narrow scenes in progression, 
while the lower curve will indicate the "strength" of contextual ties 
between successive clauses. Seen against the background of the average 
of expressed thematic elements and realized ties per clause, these two 
curves taken together can be regarded as the main characteristics of the 
narrow scene progression: 
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As the above diagram is based on data available to the listener at the 
moment of hearing the clause (expressed thematic elements, ties realized 
at that very moment), we shall speak about the listener's narrow scene. 
(The term listener is to be understood here as listener/reader.) It follows 
that all the preceding discussion of the narrow scene and the narrow 
scene progression was presented from the listener's point of view and 
for this reason it is imperative to remember that what has been said so 
far holds good only for the listener's narrow scene. 

There is, however, an alternative approach to the narrow scene: The 
narrow scene may be considered to include not only expressed thematic 
elements, but also ellipted thematic elements and (thematic) contextual ties 
that — as it were — run through the given clause without being realized 
in it, but are realized in one of the subsequent clauses. (What we have in 
mind here is a contextual tie between the element that has appeared in 
the text before and the element that occurs not in the examined clause, 
but in one of the subsequent clauses.) This is, in fact, the speaker's point 
of view. In the narrow scene progression, the speaker keeps "in mind" 
not only the elements and ties he employs at the given moment, but also 
the preceding elements that he intends to tie with the thematic elements 
in the subsequent clauses. The evidence of this is that the speaker does 
use these elements later on. 

Our contextual flow-diagram gives us the possibility to trace the latent 
presence of such elements, because their contextual ties (connecting lines) 
can be clearly seen to run through the thematic sphere of a given clause. 

Hence the speaker's narrow scene is given by all the thematic elements 
(both expressed and ellipted) and contextual ties present at the given 
moment in the thematic sphere of the respective clause as well as by all 
the contextual ties concerning the thematic elements of both the re
spective clause and the subsequent clauses. 

In plain words, we can characterize the speaker's narrow scenes of the 
separate clauses by counting the thematic elements and the connecting 
contextual lines at such points of the flow-diagram as correspond to the 
respective clauses at the moments of their utterance on the one hand, and 
by counting the connecting contextual lines between the clauses in the 
thematic half of the diagram, which correspond to the contextual ties 
the speaker currently keeps in mind, on the other. 
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Like the listener's progression, the speaker's narrow scene progression 
can be illustrated by an oscillogram, where the crests show the number 
of thematic elements and ties (latent elements) in clauses, while the 
troughs are determined by the number of ties between clauses. The fol
lowing is the oscillogram of the same paragraph (15, 29 clauses) as above, 
this time, however, showing the speaker's narrow scene: 

If we connect the crests and the troughs, we again arrive at curves 
showing the changes in "breadth" of the speaker's narrow scenes and 
characterizing the "strength" of their contextual bonds, respectively. 

• 2.57 

In the body of AElfric's text the average of thematic elements and 
"through-running" ties in clauses (at the moment of their utterance) and 
the average of ties between clauses are substantially higher than in the 
case of the listener's narrow scene: 2.57 in clauses, 2.19 between clauses. 
Within the analysis, the whole contextual flow-diagram was provided 
with the speaker's narrow scene track, which was compared with the 
listener's. Apart from the obvious fact that the speaker's narrow scene 
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is broader than the listener's, the comparison reveals the tendency of 
the speaker's narrow scene to be more stable and to display lesser dif
ferences as to its breadth and strength of ties. Very often it keeps the 
same level of oscillation (the same total of elements and ties) even when 
the listener's scene displays lesser or bigger differences. (This may be 
due to the fact that the speaker must know beforehand what narrow 
scenes he is going to create in the near future or — more precisely — 
which of the elements mentioned before he intends to include in the 
narrow scene of the nearest clauses, while the listener can only go by 
the explicit thematic elements and ties after their realization in the sep
arate subsequent clauses.) 

The greater breadth and the higher stability of the speaker's narrow 
scene progression can be seen from the following graph, mapping the 
speaker's and the listener's narrow scene tracks onto each other. (For 
the sake of simplicity, we adduce the oscillogram of paragraph 15 again. 
The stabilizing tendency of the speaker's narrow scene progression is 
more pronounced with some other paragraphs of the analysed text.) 

sen 
is to be borne in mind that the narrow scene progressions as pre-

ted above reflect the quantitative aspect of the narrow scene rather 
than the qualitative one. For example the mutual exchange of thematic 
and rhematic elements in successive clauses representing one of the most 
striking qualitative changes of the narrow scene need not be shown in 
the oscillogram at all, because the number of thematic elements and the 
number of ties may remain the same. Despite this defect, the clear-cut 
extent of the above narrow scenes offers a reliable basis for dealing with 
the more delicate question of the broad scene, in which the narrow scenes 
are — as it were — embedded. 
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C H A P T E R T W O 

T H E B R O A D S C E N E 

What we intuitively understand by the broad scene is the extralingual 
situation which accompanies a given text or which is created by the 
given text itself. This extralingual situation is often referred to as situa
tional context, which is, of course, relative to the given text. Even for 
a short stretch of text, is seems impossible to enumerate all the items 
belonging to the respective situational context in order to delimit the 
broad scene of discourse. A closer look into the problem will show that 
not all the items supposedly belonging to the situational context are of 
equal importance in regard to the given text. Some of them (perhaps 
the majority) will prove to be practically irrelevant to the contextual 
conditioning of the text. (In other words, some of them will never have 
a direct influence on whether the separate elements of the text will be 
regarded as context dependent or context independent.) Some of them, 
however, will appear to be relevant to the contextual conditioning of the 
separate elements within the text and it is these elements that are at 
the focus of our attention and are to be regarded as members of the broad 
scene. 

It is outside the scope of the present paper to describe the procedure 
of "finding" the relevant items of the situational context. Suffice it to 
say that the FSP-analysis of AElfric's sermon and the work on the con
textual flow-diagram have shown quite convincingly that the relevant 
items of the situational context become — in one way or another — ele
ments of the text and all of them reveal a common feature: they are 
prospective members of the (listener's) narrow scene in the course of its 
progression. 

Hence the broad scene (relative to the given text) is a collection of 
elements that are prospective members of the listener's narrow scene, 
i.e. they may or they may not enter the narrow scene within a certain — 
at present unspecified — part of the narrow scene progression. They are 
latently present in the text for either an unlimited or a limited space 
of time. 

According to how well these elements are established in the broad 
scene, we can distinguish the following three kinds: 

(i) eternal themes (potential hyperthemes related to any kind of text) 
(ii) long-lived themes (potential hyperthemes related to the given text) 

(iii) short-lived themes (non-thematic elements as prospective themes) 
Ad (i). Some elements display a very strong tendency to appear as 

themes proper without predecessors. Four of them are probably present 
in the broad scene of any kind of text: the speaker (I, we), the listener 
(you), "man" in general (cf. general subjects), and "nature" in general 
(cf. impersonal subjects). These elements are so well established in the 
broad scene of the text (the speaker and the listener are so well aware 
of their presence) that they need not be introduced into the discourse as 
rhematic elements first (which is usual with elements of other kinds), 
but can function directly as themes proper at any point of the text. They — 
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as it were — constitute an imaginary hyperthematic string running 
through the whole text, and for this reason they are called eternal themes. 
This is not to say that they (especially the first two) cannot play the role 
of diathemes or even rhemes proper. Such functions, however, have to 
be always clearly signalled by word order, semantics and the immediate 
verbal context of the respective clause. Without special signals (i.e. in 
their unmarked use), these elements remain thematic. 

Ad (ii). With the development of the discourse some elements develop 
a tendency to become exclusively thematic. They are often introduced 
as rhematic elements first, and then — after creating one or more hyper
thematic strings — they start appearing as thematic elements without 
predecessors, which may testify to the fact that they have acquired per
manent membership in the broad scene. These elements become part of 
the broad scene gradually. In the examined text, the amount grows from 
1 element at the beginning to 19 towards the end. Especially at the be
ginning of the text, the elements of this kind need not always be intro
duced as rhematic, but they may immediately play the role of themes, 
most often diathemes. They are presented as quasi context dependent, 
i.e. they appear in a way showing that they are regarded as matter-of-
course items relating to the given text. The total of 19 elements at the 
end of the text, which consists of 450 clauses, may seem rather low, but 
it is due to the fact that different words and phrases rendering the same 
conceptual contents (synonyms, e.g., Christ, Jesus, God's Son) are regarded 
as one element of the broad scene. No matter which of them is established 
in the broad scene first, the other (synonymic) elements automatically 
acquire the same status and appear as themes without (rhematic) pre
decessors. (The clues to recognizing certain items as synonyms are often 
given not by the verbal and the situational context, but by the most gen
eral context of all — the context of experience.) In contradistinction to 
eternal themes, these elements are closely related to a particular text; 
different texts will develop different collections of these elements. As 
they are — in fact — the elements that are most often spoken about, they 
tend to form hyperthematic strings again and again, and that is why 
they are called potential hyperthemes. From the point at which they 
appear as well-established elements of the broad scene (which is signalled 
by their direct thematic occurrence at the beginning of a hyperthematic 
string), they accompany the text as latent themes till the end and may, 
therefore, be regarded as long-lived themes (relative to the given text). 

Ad (iii). The transitional and rhematic elements of a given clause are 
also introduced onto the broad scene and — in fact — become its members, 
because they may play the role of thematic elements in the subsequent 
clauses and are, therefore, prospective members of the narrow scene. 
Some of them are made part of the narrow scene of the very next clause, 
some of them remain latent in the broad scene and join the narrow scene 
of the next but one clause or one of the clauses coming afterwards, and 
some do not join any of the following narrow scenes at all. However, 
the span of time these non-thematic elements remain within the broad 
scene is not unlimited. It happens quite often that the non-thematic ele
ments Which have not entered the narrow scene of (at least) one of the 
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following 6 or 7 clauses appear later on not as thematic but as transitional 
or (more often) rhematic elements, which means that they have to be 
introduced onto the broad scene again. This may be taken as (indirect) 
evidence of the fact that they are latently present in the broad scene 
for the span of 6—7 clauses and then — if not used — leave the-broad 
scene. With the exception of the non-thematic elements that become po
tential hyperthemes (long-lived themes), the other non-thematic elements 
are the least established in the broad scene: they hold the status of pro
spective members of the narrow scene for a comparatively short time 
(6—7 clauses) and are therefore called short-lived prospective themes. In 
AElfric's text, the average of rhematic and transitional elements (without 
transitions proper) per clause is 1.77. Generally speaking, this means that 
in terms of the elements introduced onto the broad scene as non-thematic, 
the broad scene grows from 1.77 at the outset of the text to 12.39 in the 
seventh clause, and then remains at this level, because the average intake 
equals the average drop-out. Hence the part of the broad scene constituted 
by short-lived prospective themes may be said to contain about 12 ele
ments (except at the beginning). In contradistinction to the part of the 
broad scene constituted by the long-lived themes [sub (ii)], the part con
stituted by the short-lived themes is numerically constant but is, in fact, 
subject to perpetual change as to the concrete elements (with their se
mantic contents) present at a given moment. For this reason we shall 
call the part constituted by the short-lived themes the ever-changing 
periphery of the broad scene, as opposed to its kernel part represented 
by the eternal and the long-lived themes. 

Elements represented by adverbial diathemes appearing without pre
decessors and without successors deserve special mention. They display 
some features of all the above three groups of elements constituting the 
broad scene in its progress. What they share with eternal themes is their 
presupposed presence in any kind of text. (Any appearance of a new 
quality takes place under some circumstances.) In contradistinction to 
eternal themes, they are only presupposed in their general circumstantial 
meaning, but the concrete instances of temporal, spatial and other indica
tions bring a new aspect of the narrow scene, and that is why they appear, 
not as themes proper, but as diathemes. The common feature shared 
with long-lived themes is that these adverbial diathemes appear as dia
themes without predecessors and may be potentially present within the 
broad scene for a comparatively long time (usually till the validity of the 
respective circumstance is abolished by the introduction of a new circum
stance of the same kind). What they have in common with short-lived 
themes is that they appear only once, have no successors, and are present 
in the broad scene not as concrete temporal, spatial and other circumstan
tial items, but as a kind. The concrete instances of these indications may 
change indefinitely, which reminds us of the ever-changing periphery 
constituted by the short-lived themes. In our analysis, the adverbial 
diathemes of the above kind are included in the broad scene within the 
average number (1.4) of expressed thematic elements per clause. 

After having made a rough estimate of the number of elements rep
resenting the broad scene of, the whole, text and haying divided the broad 
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scene according to the kinds of elements it contains, we can make an 
estimate of the broad scene progression within the whole body of AElfric's 
text. This time the progression will be based not on the data concerning 
the separate clauses in succession, but on the average of occurrence of the 
elements dealt with above. (In view of the total number of elements of the 
broad scene, the possible differences between the separate clauses are 
practically irrelevant). The graph on page 91 illustrates the broad ŝ cene 
progression in AElfric's sermon, and the explanation is given below. 

On the average the broad scene at the beginning of the text consists 
of 4 eternal themes, 1.40 thematic elements (the average of thematic ele
ments per clause), and 1.77 non-thematic elements (the average of non-
thematic elements per clause without transitions proper), which makes 
a total of about 7 elements at the very beginning of the broad scene pro
gression. Owing to the non-thematic elements introduced onto the broad 
scene in the following clauses, the broad scene extends at the rate of 1.77 
elements per clause till the number of these short-lived themes amounts 
to 12.4. Hence the average breadth of the broad scene at the seventh 
clause is about 18 elements. If the intake and the drop-out of the non-the
matic elements (short-lived prospective themes) were the same, the broad 
scene would remain at this level. In the course of progression, however, 
some of the short-lived prospective themes become more established in the 
broad scene and begin to play the role of long-lived themes. They leave 
the sphere of ever-changing periphery (constituted by non-thematic ele
ments currently introduced onto the scene) and enter the kernel part of 
the broad scene. Since the number of these new arrivals ranges from 1 at 
the beginning to 19 at the end, the average increase is 1 element per 25 
clauses (0.04 element per clause). As the number of elements in the ever-
changing periphery remains constant, the broad scene gradually grows, 
owing to the fact that some peripheral elements are not dropped out but 
remain within the broad scene, entering its kernel sphere at the rate of 
0.04 per clause. Based on the above data, the extent of the broad scene 
towards the end of our text is 37 elements. 
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D V E K A P I T O L Y O S C E N E 

V teorii funkcni perspektivy vfetne' zavedl J . Firbas pojem iizk6 a siroke sceny. 
Autor c lanku konkretizuje tyto dva pojmy na zakladS vysledku analyzy souvisl^ho 
textu a dochazi k tfimto zaven im: 

Uzkou scenu vety je mozno ciselne vyjadfit jako soubor tematickych prvku v6ty 
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na strane jedn6 a soubor jejich kontextovych vazeb k pfedeslemu textu na stranfe 
druhe. Zachytime-l i pofadf vet souvislGho textu jako sled bodii na horizontalni ose, 
muzeme vertikalne nanaset pocty p rvk i i v jednotlivych v§tach jako body prostoru 
nad touto osou a pofity kontextovych vazeb jako body pod touto osou. Spojenim 
jednotlivych bodii prostoru dostaneme dve kf ivky, z nichz horni charakterizuje roz-
peti lizke sceny a spodni jej i kontextovou sepjatost v, cele delce zkoumanelio textu. 
Podle toho, zda pofiitame jen explicitne vyjadfene tematicke prvky a vazby, 61 take 
zahrnujeme tematicke prvky a vazby implic i tni , hovofime (v uvedenem pofadi) butf 
o uzk6 scene posluchace/fitenafe nebo o lizke scene mluvd'ho/pisatele. 

Siroka scena je dana prvky, ktere jsou potencialni'mi tematy nebo tuto vlastnost 
v pnibehu souvisleho textu nabyvajf. V podstatS lze rozlisit (i) tzv. vedna temata 
(4 prvky), (ii) dlouhodoba temata, jejichz pocet se v pnibehu zkoumaneho textu 
zvysuje od 1 p rvku na zacatku k 19 p rvk i im na konci, (iii) kratkodoba temata, ktera 
se z hlediska semanticke naplne neustale obmgnuji, avSak jejich pocet ziistava rela-
tivne konstantnf (ve zkoumanem textu 12,4 prvku). Siroka scena zkoumaneho textu 
o 450 vetach je vyjadfena kf ivkou, ktera charakterizuje jejich rust od 7 prvku na 
zadatku k 37 p rvk i im na konci textu. 
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